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Mobile Handsets Applications
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Abstract—In this paper, a compact wideband planar monopole antenna suitable for slim mobile
handsets applications is presented. The proposed antenna operates over LTE700/GSM800/900
(0.742 GHz–1.36 GHz), GPS L1/GSM1800/1900/UMTS/IMT2100/Wi-Fi/LTE2300/2500 (1.475 GHz–
2.7 GHz), and WiMAX (3.4 GHz–3.72 GHz) based on reﬂection coeﬃcient better than −6 dB. It consists
of coupling strip, shorted radiating strip, and parasitic meandered lines. The wider impedance
bandwidth is achieved by placing the meandered line as parasitic element on the back side of the coupling
and shorted radiating elements. With this conﬁguration, the antenna gives extremely wide impedance
bandwidth which covers all the required frequency bands of the smart mobile phones. To investigate the
proposed antenna, S-parameters, surface current distributions, and radiation performances are studied.
To check the robustness of the proposed antenna, investigation is also carried out in the vicinity of
the mobile environment. Further, speciﬁc absorption rate (SAR) is calculated on the human head and
found to be below 0.535 W/kg. The simulated and measured results are found in close agreement.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, as the mobile market has been growing rapidly, competitive global market has been driven by
extensive demand of various wireless communication systems having characteristics such as compactness,
multiband, wideband, and good radiation performances. The multiband and wideband antennas can
operate over diﬀerent frequency bands used for increased number of applications for modern handsets.
Therefore, to make simpler rather than complex and bulky system, multiband/broadband antennas can
be used instead of placing multiple antennas for diﬀerent applications. Hence, thin proﬁle compact
wideband internal antennas are emerging trends in the modern mobile handset industry.
To achieve the requirements, several multiband and wideband antennas for mobile handsets
applications have been reported, such as inverted-F antenna (IFA) [1–3] and planar inverted-F
antenna [4–12]. Although both IFA and PIFA are multiband compact antennas with quarter wavelength
structure, suitable for conventional mobile handsets, they exhibit additional height in addition to the
substrate thickness which gives system design complexity. When the height between the radiating
strip and ground plane is reduced, the operating bandwidths of IFAs and PIFAs are generally reduced,
and it is diﬃcult to achieve the desired bands with compact structure. This limits the application
of PIFAs in thin-proﬁle modern mobile phones. Further, some of the PIFAs are studied with the
bandwidth enhancement techniques [13–15]. In [13], ultra wideband PIFA with capacitive feed for
penta-band folder-type mobile phone is presented in which antenna is placed at the hinge position
between the main and upper ground planes for the folder-type mobile phone. A multiband handset
antenna combining a PIFA and multi-slots on a ground plane was studied in [14]. Slots on the ground
plane act as parasitic radiators and help to tune the ground plane resonance. Inverted L-shaped parasitic
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element, rectangular parasitic element, and change in the width of feed plate/shorting plate are used
for broadening the bandwidth [15].
All the above discussed bandwidth enhancement techniques create extra design complexities due
to the non-planar structure and tuning of ground slots on the mobile circuit board. Meanwhile, the
folded loop with chip element (inductor and capacitor) antennas for mobile handsets have also been
studied [16–20]. The radiating structures of folded chip antennas consist of multiple layers. These layers
are connected through shorting pin. The adjustment of the multiple layers inside the mobile phone is
complicated because adjustment of gap between multiple layers is diﬃcult task for antenna designer.
In addition to this, to make compact geometry, antenna is loaded with chip element such as capacitor
and inductor which bring the losses. Due to the chip element, the total radiated power decreases which
results in decrease of radiation eﬃciency. On the other hand, the planar monopole antennas are one of
the preferable candidates for slim mobile handsets. The planar monopole antenna is quarter wavelength
resonating structure which can be easily etched during the fabrication of printed circuit board (PCB)
of mobile phones.
Some of the monopole antennas are studied to obtain diﬀerent wireless communication bands
including next generation communication bands [21–27]. In [21], two inverted-L branches and an open
stub are studied for impedance tuning to achieve the GSM900 and DCS/PCS/UMTS frequency bands.
Zhang et al. [22] discussed monopole antenna, which consists of two-strip monopole and a meandered
strip which covers GSM850/900 and GSM1800/1900/UMTS/LTE2300/2500 frequency bands. In [23],
a quad-band compact printed monopole antenna is demonstrated for GSM900/DCS/PCS/WLAN
applications. In [24], a compact multi-band planar monopole antenna is proposed for slim mobile handset
applications which operate over GSM900/1800/1900/UMTS/IMT2100/WLAN/LTE2500/WiMAX
frequency bands. The above reported monopole antennas in [21–23] operate over the GSM850/900
frequency band at lower frequency and cover most of the wireless communication bands at higher
frequency except WiMAX. Further eﬀort has been made for widening the lower operating band to cover
LTE700 along with GSM850/900 band [25–27]. Coupled feed PIFA [25, 26] was used for widening the
lower operating frequency band in addition to the higher operating frequency bands. However, these
antennas utilize some height from the substrate and occupy a large area. Therefore, these are not
suitable for slim mobile handsets. Also, WiMAX frequency band is still not covered in above studies.
Therefore, planar monopole with compact size, multiband/wideband operation is still interesting topic
for the antenna designers.
In this paper, a low proﬁle extremely wideband printed monopole antenna is presented. The proposed antenna operates over the LTE700/GSM800/900, GPS L1/GSM1800/1900/UMTS/IMT2100/WiFi/LTE2300/2500, and WiMAX frequency bands based on −6 dB reﬂection coeﬃcients. The simulated
and measured results are found in good agreement. The conﬁguration of the proposed antenna consists
of two strips named as coupling strip and shorted radiating strip at top of the substrate, whereas meandered parasitic strip at bottom of the substrate. The bottom meandered strip helps in widening the
overall operating bands by increasing the capacitance between the main radiating strip and meandered
parasitic strip. Due to the capacitive coupling between the top and bottom elements, capacitance comes
into the picture. The proposed antenna is elaborated through S-parameters analysis including typical
shape parameters, surface current distributions, and radiation performances. Further, study is carried
out in the vicinity of the mobile environment and user proximity. SAR is also calculated, and the results
are found within the standard limit. The antenna conﬁguration, results and discussion are presented in
the following sections.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION AND DESIGN
The proposed antenna is designed on a 0.8 mm thick FR4 substrate of dielectric constant 4.4 and loss
tangent 0.018. The size of the mobile circuit board is chosen as 110 × 50 mm2 . The printed antenna
is deposed on the top of the mobile circuit board of footprint 15 × 50 mm2 . The front and rear views
of the proposed antenna along with the fabricated prototype is shown in Figure 1(a). The radiating
element is placed on the front side as well as rear side of the substrate on the no ground portion. The
ground plane is also printed on the rear side of the substrate. The coupling and shorting radiating
strips are placed on the front side whereas meandered line parasitic strip is placed on the rear side
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of the substrate. The details of the front and rear side radiating elements are shown in Figure 1(b)
and Figure 1(c), respectively. The optimized shape parameters of the proposed antenna are shown in
Table 1.
Further, the design concept of the proposed antenna is illustrated with the help of Figure 2. The
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Figure 1. (a) Front and rear view of the proposed antenna. (b) Details of front side radiating element.
(c) Details of rear side parasitic meandered strip.
Table 1. Optimized shape parameters of the proposed antenna.
Parameters
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Figure 2. The variation of the reﬂection coeﬃcient with frequency for diﬀerent conﬁgurations during
evolution.
antenna design starts with a conventional rectangular monopole antenna fed with a 50 Ω microstrip line
(conf 1) which shows dual-band characteristics about 1.2 GHz and 2.4 GHz. The dual-band behaviour
is observed due to the two branches of the T-shaped radiator. After that, the direct feed is replaced
by coupled feed (Conf 2). The two branches of the T-shaped radiator are replaced by coupled element
and driven element, which results in more matching towards higher frequency band while the lower
frequency band disturbs and shifts towards higher frequency side with reduced bandwidth. After that,
a shorting strip is added to the radiating strip of coupled fed monopole antenna (conf 3) which results in
an additional resonating frequency band about 0.77 GHz towards lower frequency side while matching
improves at higher frequency bands about 1.7 GHz and 2.4 GHz. The lower resonant frequency of the
proposed antenna can be approximated as,
c
fr =
λeﬀ
8 ∗ (Length of the radiating strip + Length of shorting strip)
λeﬀ ≈
εeﬀ
εr + 1
εeﬀ =
2
Length of radiating strip = L + L2
Length of The shorting strip = Ls1 + Ls1 + Ls1
In Conf 4, two tuning stubs are added to the driven elements to tune the impedance bandwidth.
Thus, the impedance matching improves signiﬁcantly about 2 GHz which results in a wideband from
1.6 GHz to 2.7 GHz with respect to −6 dB reﬂection coeﬃcient. Impedance matching about 0.77 GHz
and 3.6 GHz improve due to these stubs. Further, a meandered line parasitic strip is placed on
the rear side of the substrate below the antenna to form the proposed optimized antenna that
operates in wideband from 0.73 GHz to 3 GHz along with coverage of WiMAX band from 3.3 GHz
to 3.7 GHz. The parasitic element below the antenna structure can accommodate multiple resonating
modes along with the main antenna structure which results in the wideband operations having multiple
resonances and most of the important communication bands such as LTE700/GSM800/900 (0.742 GHz–
1.36 GHz), GPSL1/GSM1800/1900/UMTS/IMT2100/Wi-Fi/LTE2300/2500 (1.475 GHz–2.7 GHz) and
WiMAX (3.4 GHz–3.72 GHz).
3. SURFACE CURRENT DISTRIBUTION
The simulated surface current distributions on the proposed antenna at diﬀerent frequencies (0.77 GHz,
1.8 GHz, and 3.5 GHz) are presented in Figure 3. At 0.77 GHz, the relatively strong current distributions
are observed on the shorted L-strip sections. Due to the strong mutual coupling between coupling and
radiating strips, the current starts ﬂowing on shorted L-strip section. The capacitive coupling between
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main radiating elements and parasitic meandered line structure (which is placed on rear side of the
substrate) takes place, and due to which the current is also equally concentrated at the meandered strip
at lower frequency. The current distribution at 1.8 GHz illustrates that the strong current distributions
at shorting strip. This is because the resonance appears at 1.8 GHz (as shown in Figure 2). The
appearance of resonance at 1.8 GHz conﬁrms that the shorting strip is main contributing structure at
this frequency. From the vector current distribution at 3.5 GHz, strong current distribution is observed
at coupling elements and also at the portion of meandered parasitic which is covered with the coupling
elements. The strong current distribution on the coupling strip and back side meandered parasitic is
conﬁrmed by (Figure 2) the resonance at 3.5 GHz is due to the coupling elements and end portion of
the shorting strip.

0.77 GHz

0.77 GHz

1.8 GHz

1.8 GHz

3.5 GHz

3.5 GHz

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Vector surface current distribution at diﬀerent frequencies. (a) Front view. (b) Rear view.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the simulations of the proposed antenna are performed originally with ﬁnite element method (FEM)
based Ansoft’s high frequency structure simulator (HFSS) [28] to optimize the antenna parameters for
the desired operating bands. After that, the optimized antenna is fabricated using T-Tech QC5000
micro-milling machine. The simulated results of the antenna are validated with ﬁnite integration
technique (FIT) based simulation software CST Microwave Studio (CST MWS) [29] and measured
results. Further, CST MWS is used for SAR calculations on human head phantom.
4.1. Reﬂection Coeﬃcient
The reﬂection coeﬃcient variation of the proposed antenna with frequency in free space is shown
in Figure 4. It is observed that the measured and simulated results are in good agreement while
some discrepancies are observed which may be due to fabrication imperfection. The measured results
show that the antenna operates over prerequisite 0.742 GHz–1.36 GHz, 1.475 GHz–2.7 GHz and 3.4 GHz–
3.72 GHz frequency bands with −6 dB reﬂection coeﬃcient.
4.2. Parametric Analysis
Further, parametric analysis of some critical dimensions/shapes of the antenna is carried out to analyze
the eﬀect of the shape parameters on the operating frequency bands using HFSS. The variation of
the separation ‘s’ between the driven and coupled elements on impedance bandwidth is shown in
Figure 5(a). It is observed that impedance matching aﬀects all over the frequency band. For s = 0.9 mm
impedance matching is improved in about all the frequency bands with some signiﬁcant mismatch about
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Figure 5. Variation of the reﬂection coeﬃcient with shape parameters (a) s, (b) Ls , (c) My , and (d) d.
GSM800 band whereas for s = 0.3 mm impedance matching gets deteriorated signiﬁcantly towards lower
frequency bands as well as WiMAX bands; therefore, the optimized value is taken as 0.6 mm. The eﬀect
of variation of the position of shorting strip connection position at the coupled strip Ls2 on impedance
bandwidth is shown in Figure 5(b). It is observed that impedance matching signiﬁcantly aﬀects GSM800
band and WiMAX bands due to Ls2 variation. With decrease of the Ls2 matching improves towards
lower frequency side while deteriorating at higher frequency side. Further, the position of the meandered
parasitic element position (My ) is carried out, and it plays signiﬁcant role on the impedance matching
shown in Figure 5(c). It is observed that when the meandered line shifts from the top position,
impedance matching gets disturbed while at the extreme top position, wideband characteristics are
observed. When the gap between the meandered line horizontal arm increases, the matching towards
higher frequency decreases with some improvements towards lower frequency side, for the d = 1 mm
wide impedance matching is observed in Figure 5(d).
4.3. Radiation Performances
The measured and simulated radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at diﬀerent frequencies
(0.9 GHz, 1.8 GHz, 2.45 GHz, and 3.5 GHz) in xz -plane and yz -plane are plotted in Figure 6(a). The
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Figure 6. (a) Simulated and measured radiation patterns. (b) Variation of peak realized gain and
total eﬃciency with frequency.
measured and simulated radiation patterns are observed in agreement. It is observed that in xz plane the co-polar patterns show quasi omnidirectional nature at all the frequency points. At low
frequency (0.9 GHz) cross-polar level is very low while as the frequency increases the cross-polar level
rises and becomes comparable to the co-polar level. In yz -plane, dumbbell shape co-polar patterns
are observed at all the frequencies points, and the cross-polar patterns show the same behaviour as
in xz -plane. The total eﬃciency is calculated by considering the mismatch losses which is shown in
Figure 6(b). It is observed that the variations of total eﬃciency lie between 60%–81% at lower operating
bands, i.e., LTE700/GSM800/900 (0.742 GHz–1.36 GHz) whereas 54%–90% at the higher frequency
bands, i.e., GPS L1/GSM1800/1900/UMTS/IMT2100/Wi-ﬁ/LTE2300/2500 (1.475 GHz–2.7 GHz). At
the WiMAX (3.4 GHz–3.72 GHz), the variations of total eﬃciency are between 13%–41%. The variations
of the peak realized gain are also shown in Figure 6(b). It is observed that peak realized gain lies between
−0.3 dBi and +1 dBi at lower operating bands whereas at higher frequency bands it lies between 0 dBi
and −4 dBi.
5. ANTENNA CHARACTERIZATION IN MOBILE ENVIRONMENT
The proposed antenna is also investigated in the vicinity of the mobile environment. Mobile environment
is made up with the plastic housing (60 × 120 × 143 mm3 ), LCD display (48 × 80 × 2 mm3 ) and the
battery (335×505×4 mm3 ). A setup is designed in Ansoft’s HFSS as shown in Figure 7(a). The battery
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Figure 7. (a) Antenna in mobile environment. (b) Eﬀect of mobile environment on S-parameters.
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Figure 8. SAR simulation setup and SAR distribution on SAM head phantom.
and LCD are assumed a PEC (perfect electric conductor) material. The LCD is placed on the rear side
of the substrate (towards ground plane) and the battery placed on the front side of the substrate where
antenna is fabricated, and the components have air-gap of 1 mm from surface of the substrate. Both
the components are connected to the board with metallic connecting pins provided at the ends of the
components. Figure 7(b) shows the variation of reﬂection coeﬃcient with frequency in free space and in
the mobile environment. It is observed that due to the mobile environment mismatch occurs at certain
frequencies, but still all the operating bands are covered. Therefore, it can be concluded that scattering
environment near antennas play signiﬁcant role on the antenna performance. If operating bands are
not covered under such scenario, impedance tuning is required in the mobile environment.
6. EFFECT OF THE HUMAN HEAD PHANTOM
Further, SAR is calculated by placing antenna with mobile environment near human head phantom.
The radiation from antenna inside the human body can be evaluated by SAR, which represents the
time rate of microwave energy absorbed inside the tissues [30],
σ 2
E
SAR =
2ρ
where, ρ and σ are the density (S/m) and electrical conductivity (kg/m3 ) of the tissue, respectively,
and E is the internal induced electric ﬁeld (V/m).
The simulation setup for SAR calculation is created according to the CTIA standard [30] in the
CST MWS and shown in Figure 8. The SAR values of the proposed antenna are studied at diﬀerent
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frequencies as shown Figure 8. The human head phantom model available in CST MWS is considered in
this study which consists of two layers namely ﬂuid and shell. Fluid is conﬁned in the shell which is the
outer layer. The dielectric properties of the ﬂuid and shell are considered from [30]. The input power
for the SAR values over 1 g and 10 g head tissues with power 24 dBm for the 0.9 GHz band, and 21 dBm
for the 0.77 GHz, 1.8 GHz, 2.1 GHz, and 3.5 GHz. The calculated values of SAR over 1 g and 10 g head
tissues are given in Table 2. It is observed that the obtained values are well below the speciﬁed limit
(< 1.6 W/kg over 1 g and < 2 W/kg over 10 g tissues). The results indicate that the proposed antenna
is a promising candidate for the modern mobile phones.
Table 2. SAR values of antenna on SAM head.
Frequency
(GHz)

Input Power
(dBm)

SAR over 1 g
(W/kg)

SAR over 10 g
(W/kg)

0.77

21

0.0702

0.055

0.9

24

0.535

0.40

1.8

21

0.422

0.279

2.45

21

0.383

0.213

3.5

21

0.0725

0.03

7. CONCLUSION
A low proﬁle extremely wideband printed monopole antenna is demonstrated successfully. The antenna
is operated in diﬀerent generation mobile communication bands, i.e., LTE700/GSM800/900 (0.742 GHz–
1.36 GHz), GPS L1/GSM1800/1900/UMTS/IMT2100/Wi-Fi/LTE2300/2500 (1.475 GHz–2.7 GHz) and
WiMAX (3.4 GHz–3.72 GHz). All the radiating elements are planar in nature which results in planar
antenna. The proposed antenna consists of shorted L-shaped radiating element and matching stub
loaded coupling strip. Further, meandered parasitic element is placed on the rear side of the antenna
for widening the operating band at lower frequency band as well as higher frequency bands. After
successful implementation of the proposed antenna, further performances are checked in the presence of
mobile environment and human head phantom. The proposed slim mobile antenna shows satisfactory
operation in the actual scenario. The proposed antenna is a promising candidate for smart mobile
handsets based on the antenna performances such as reﬂection coeﬃcient, surface current distributions,
radiation performances, and SAR.
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